Springwater Youtube Chanel
Our new Youtube Channel can be found by clicking the link
below:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtnqVR3a2UkExtBB0oWGd1
w

We have created a Springwater YouTube channel for all of our
students to stay connected, entertained and be part of school life
from the comfort of their own home during this challenging time.
Videos will be recorded by different teachers daily and these may
vary from singing, arts and crafts, a daily joke or greeting, activities
to try at home and fitness workouts.
We encourage our students to comment and interact with the
channel safely with supervision from parents
If you would like your child to be able to participate and interact
with school and other students watching, you will need to set up a
YouTube account if you do not already have one.
You are then able to comment, reply with videos with pictures of
your child work or an activity that they may doing set by the
teacher and upload into the comments.
In doing this you automatically are adhering to the YouTube safe
content policy which you can read on their site and give
permission for us to possibly mention them in the next video. If you
do not want your child to be mentioned, please do not comment.

Guidelines for using YouTube are found on their terms and
conditions
https://www.youtube.com/about/policies/#community-guidelines

In addition to this we have created a set of quick and easy to
follow guidelines.
Interacting Guidelines:
Users should refrain from using people’s full names in comments
and replies.
Comments should not include where people live, phone numbers
or any other personal information such as email addresses
We want to see you all interact and comment but please make
sure your comments don’t include any bullying, unkind words,
swearing or abuse of any kind
If you send pictures or videos of yourself and/or your work please
ensure you are dressed appropriately
We hold the right to take down any comments, picture or videos
that do not follow these guidelines.

If you reply, comment, send pictures or videos we may mention
you in our next video so ensure you are happy with this before
posting.

Parents can turn on restricted mode to ensure their child is
watching age-appropriate content.

